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ABSTRACT 

A POTENTIAL ENFORCEMENT TOOL FOR REGULATING TRADE IN 

TORTOISES: STABLE ISOTOPE ANALYSIS 

 

 

Tortoises of the genus Testudo are imported to the UK in large numbers.  It is currently 

legal to trade both wild-caught and ranched Testudo horsfieldii, however there are 

incentives to fraudulently claim wild-caught specimens as ranched.  In addition, only 

captive-bred Testudo graeca and Testudo hermanni specimens can be traded legally.  

Currently, it is difficult to ascertain the breeding source of tortoises in trade and a 

forensic tool that distinguishes between them is called for.  I verified that tortoise scute 

keratin can be non-invasively longitudinally sampled for stable isotope analysis.  I 

sampled 30 T. horsfieldii specimens that died on import to the UK and found that whilst 

they were from a single batch they clustered into two groups.  I associated these 

groups with a known morphological measure of breeding origin (degree of scute 

pyramiding) and compared the two nominal groups using general linear mixed models 

(GLMMs).  I found differences in δ15N at all ages of growth, and in δ13C and δD in old 

growth.  I also longitudinally sampled 8 mature T. graeca and 4 mature T. hermanni 

specimens of unknown origin, and 1 mature T. graeca and 2 juvenile T. hermanni 

known to be imported.  GLMMs revealed a shift in δD, δ13C and δ15N between old and 

recent growth of T. graeca but not T. hermanni specimens.  δD of the T. hermanni 

specimen known to be imported did however appear to differ between old and recent 

growth.  The greatest potential for stable isotope analysis as a regulatory tool for the 

tortoise trade appears to be in determining 1) if batches of captive specimens also 

include wild-caught individuals, and 2) if wild-caught specimens have been fraudulently 

claimed as UK captive-bred.  However, the majority of specimens available for this 

thesis were of unknown origin so the conclusions I have drawn are based on 

assumptions and conjecture and will need further testing.  Stable isotope analysis can 

be used to distinguish between individuals that have experienced different conditions, 

and it has potential to facilitate understanding of the scale of the illegal tortoise trade 

and identify areas to which further resources should be directed.    
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

Use of stable isotope analysis to assess the origin of biological 

samples, and its potential as a regulatory tool for the wildlife 

trade 

 

 

Over the last two decades stable isotope analysis has increasingly been used in 

ecological studies to investigate the diet and movement of animals (Crawford et al 

2008, Inger & Bearhop 2008).  However, its potential for assessing the origin of 

animals and animal products in the wildlife trade has only been superficially explored 

(Vogel et al 1990, van der Merwe et al 1990, Ishibashi et al 2000, Kelly et al 2007, 

Ziegler et al 2012).  Here I give a brief overview of the wildlife trade, and of stable 

isotope analysis as a means to determine the provenance of samples of animal origin, 

with particular focus on terrestrial systems.  I conclude with a discussion on the 

potential of stable isotope analysis as a regulatory tool for the wildlife trade.  This is not 

intended as a comprehensive review of the now vast literature on the uses and caveats 

of stable isotopes in tracking animals but is meant as an outline of the technique with a 

view to identifying its potential as a regulatory tool for the wildlife trade. 

 

The international trade in wildlife and its derivatives has revenues that run into billions 

of dollars per annum (IUCN 2000).  Because of its often secretive nature it is not 

possible to accurately assess the extent of wildlife trafficking but high profits, low risk of 

detection and, in many cases, relatively low penalties for those prosecuted for illegal 

actions make it a major problem and a challenge for wildlife law enforcers (TRAFFIC 

2011, Theile et al 2004).  In cases where specimens are legal from one source but not 

another, legal trade can act as a cover for illegal trade:  a protected species may be 

claimed to be a taxonomically similar but unprotected species, individuals from a 

protected location may be claimed to be from a non-protected location, wild-caught 

specimens may enter the trade under the guise of captive-bred specimens, and a legal 

one-off sale may provide cover for illegal specimens (Engler & Parry-Jones 2007, 

Lyons & Natusch 2011, Nijman & Shepherd 2009, Theile et al 2004).  Total trade bans 

are a potential solution to these problems but the desirability and efficacy of such 
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measures have been called into question (Cooney & Jepson 2006).  Improving trade 

regulation is likely to reduce threats to wildlife both by directly removing the threat and 

by increasing the perceived cost of trafficking.   

 

There are several potential ways to ensure that traded wildlife is legally sourced, and 

methods used will depend on the species and the nature of the illegal trade. For 

example Lyons and Natusch (2011) suggest that laundering of wild-caught green 

pythons (Morelia viridis) through breeding farms could be controlled by requirement of 

proof of hatching (eggshell) with each exported individual. For many species, either 

extrinsic or intrinsic markers can be used to identify animals in trade.  Traded 

specimens of Annex A species (EU Wildlife Trade Regulations) are required to carry a 

unique mark such as a microchip or, in the case of birds, a metal ring with a unique 

identification number.  This tag then matches to paperwork that remains with the 

animal throughout the trade process (Theile et al 2004).  Whilst these extrinsic marks 

are useful, they can be fraudulently obtained, or be inappropriate for small specimens 

(e.g. tortoises under 10cm; Theile et al 2004).  They are also rarely appropriate for 

animal derivatives.  In such cases, forensic analysis of intrinsic markers such as DNA 

(see Ogden et al 2009 for a review) or stable isotopes (Ishibashi et al 2000, Kelly et al 

2005) may be used to confirm legality.   Besides taxonomic classification, which is 

beyond the scope of this thesis, there are two broad categories of identification that can 

be addressed by forensic analysis and are required for regulation of the wildlife trade: 

1) discrimination between individuals of captive and wild origin, and 2) determination of 

site or population of origin. 

  

Genetic analysis has become an accepted forensic method in investigating wildlife 

crime, enabling enforcement- and investigative-officers to address such questions.  It 

has been used to validate claims of captive breeding, check questionable material 

against databases of legal supplies, and link suspect animals and derivatives to 

specific wild populations (Manel et al 2002, Palsbøll et al 2005, Ogden et al 2009, 

White et al 2011).  Yet despite the success of genetic techniques, they are not always 

suited to wildlife crime issues for either economic or practical reasons.  This is the 

case, for instance, where the species is both traded and bred in high volume such as 

small passerines (Kelly et al 2007), pythons (Lyons & Natusch 2011), and tortoises of 

the genus Testudo (Vinke & Vinke 2010).  In this case alternative methods must be 

employed to determine validity of claims of captive-bred origin.  Often, the only method 

available is expert opinion; using telling signs such as degree of wear and parasite load 
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(Kelly et al 2007, Pietzsch et al 2006).  In such circumstances stable isotope analysis 

may be useful as an additional and more objective approach.   

 

General considerations when using stable isotopes as markers 

When considering whether stable isotope analysis will be a valuable method to answer 

a particular question it is important to take several factors into consideration, including 

which isotope ratios to measure, which tissues to sample, and potential sources of 

error.  Isotope ratios vary in time and space in a predictable manner according to a 

number of physiological and environmental processes.  They can therefore be 

employed as both spatial and dietary markers, both of which are useful in discovering 

the provenance of biological material.  The most informative isotope ratios will be those 

with the greatest variation among the populations to be differentiated.  Below I discuss 

isotope ratios that are frequently used in ecological studies and the processes through 

which they are affected.    

 

The most commonly used geographic marker in terrestrial stable isotope studies is 

hydrogen (δ2H or δD; the ratio of Deuterium to Protium expressed relative to a 

standard) for which there are well studied continental-scale gradients (Hobson et al 

2004a, Meehan et al 2004, Bowen et al 2005).  These gradients have been found to 

correlate strongly with signature in a range of species (Hobson & Wassenaar 1997, 

Hobson et al 2004a, Cryan et al 2004, Ehleringer et al 2008).  The ratio of hydrogen 

isotopes varies in large part due to fractionation during the water cycle, in which a 

greater proportion of the light isotope is left behind during phase changes (e.g. 

condensation).  δD therefore tends to decrease with increasing altitude, precipitation, 

and distance from the sea (Bhattacharya et al 1985, Dansgaard 1964).  In addition, 

cooler conditions enhance the effect of fractionation, leading to more negative δD at 

higher latitudes (Bowen & Wilkinson 2002).  Measurement of hydrogen signature is 

complicated by the uncontrolled exchange of oxygen-bound hydrogen molecules with 

ambient moisture in the laboratory (Wassenaar and Hobson 2003).  As the isotopic 

ratio of ambient moisture varies among laboratories at different geographic locations 

and over time within laboratories, such exchange leads to error in measurement among 

laboratories and over time.  However, this can be addressed through equilibration with 

laboratory conditions and equal treatment of standards and samples (Wassenaar & 

Hobson 2003). 

 

Carbon signature (δ13 C; C13/C12) can also be useful in geographic assignment (Hobson 

et al 1999a) as δ13C of C-3 plants decreases with increasing latitude, altitude and 
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humidity (Körner et al 1991, Stuiver & Braziunas 1987, Graves et al 2002). 

Fractionation of carbon differs between photosynthetic pathways so δ13C can be used 

to differentiate between C-3, C-4 and CAM plants (O’Leary 1981).  This distinction 

between plant types can be used to differentiate between populations subsisting in 

landscapes of differing agricultural practices.  For example, American and European 

people are isotopically distinct due to the greater dependence on corn (a C-4 plant) in 

America, and greater dependence on wheat (a C-3 plant) in Europe (Fraser et al 2006).  

Measurement of δ13C can also be employed to differentiate between xeric habitats, 

which are dominated by CAM and C-4 plants, and mesic habitats dominated by C-3 

plants (Marra et al 1998).  In addition to its uses as a terrestrial dietary and geographic 

marker, carbon signature can be used to distinguish among marine, freshwater and 

terrestrial systems (Hobson 1990, Hobson et al 1999b, Bearhop et al 1999, Bodey et al 

2010), and among regions within marine and freshwater systems (Hobson et al 1994, 

France 1995a, France 1995b). 

 

Nitrogen signatures (δ15N; N15/N14) vary due to a number of geochemical, biological 

and anthropogenic factors.  In ecological studies, δ15N is most frequently used as an 

indicator of trophic level, with a typical increase of between 2‰ and 4‰ per trophic 

level (Post 2002; see Vanderklift & Ponsard 2003 for a meta-analysis of causes of 

variation in δ15N enrichment).  This is due to the loss of light nitrogen to nitrogenous 

waste products during the assimilation of dietary protein (Michener & Kaufman 2007).  

Amongst other uses it can also be employed to differentiate between different soils e.g. 

ridge tops and valley bottoms (Garten 1993), between areas of differing salinity and 

aridity (Heaton 1987), and between non-agricultural landscapes and agricultural where 

there is significant input of chemical fertiliser (Hebert & Wassenaar 2001).   

 

Less commonly employed but also useful in determining geographic origin are sulphur 

(δ34S), strontium (δ87Sr), and oxygen (δ18O).  δ18O correlates well with δD in 

accordance with the meteoric water line(Craig 1961), δ34S can be used to infer 

distance from the marine environment (Lott et al 2003) and volcanic inputs, and δ87Sr 

varies depending on rock type and rock age and may be particularly useful when 

working at fine scales (Beard & Johnson 2000).  

 

The above elements can provide useful information when used in isolation but analysis 

of multiple elements can increase resolution (Peterson et al 1985, Hobson et al 1998, 

Wassenaar & Hobson 2000, Lott et al 2003, Wunder et al 2005, Kelly et al 2005).  

Analysis of multiple elements is therefore likely to be necessary for wildlife trade 
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regulation purposes as high degree of certainty of assignment is paramount if, for 

example, the technique is to be used as evidence in legal proceedings.   

 

Isotopic variation is reflected in the tissues of consumers as animals synthesise new 

tissue from the nutrients in their diet (Gannes et al 1998; Hobson et al 1999c).  Cells in 

most tissues have a lifespan shorter than that of the organism and are constantly being 

replaced.  The rate at which this replacement occurs (turnover rate) varies depending 

on a number of factors including tissue type, body size, growth, and temperature 

(reviewed in del Rio & Carleton 2012).  Due to differences in turnover rates among 

tissues multiple time periods can be sampled in one sampling event.  Thus, the tissue 

that is to be sampled must be carefully selected for best reflection of the period(s) of 

interest.  For example, quail blood and quail bone collagen have different turnover 

rates.  Analysis of blood will give information on diet or habitat from a period of a few 

days prior to sampling, whereas bone collagen will reflect a period of several months 

prior to sampling (Hobson and Clarke 1992).  Other tissues such as keratin are 

metabolically inert once grown, so signatures are preserved indefinitely; avian feathers 

feature prominently in the literature but claws, mammal whiskers, hair, and turtle 

carapace have also been used in isotope studies (Bearhop et al 2003, Cherel et al 

2009, Hobson et al 2004a, Ehleringer et al 2008, Cerling et al 2006, Reich et al 2007, 

Bodey et al 2010, Vander-Zanden et al 2010).  Such tissues may be grown at particular 

times of year, and so reflect different stages of the annual cycle.  Therefore, as with 

analysis of soft tissues, it is important to understand timing of keratin growth as 

misunderstandings of moult strategy or growth rate can lead to misinterpretation of the 

data (see Britzke et al 2009).   

 

Assignment of animals to a geographic origin based on stable isotope measurements 

relies on knowledge of how isotope ratios vary spatially and temporally.  Isotope ratios 

of biological samples are linked through diet to underlying patterns in geological or 

hydrological isotope ratios.  Such patterns can be mapped as isoscapes and used to 

infer the origins of samples when there is a strong relationship between the isotope 

ratios of the two.  The ideal situation is to use an isoscape built from samples that are 

as similar as possible to the samples of unknown origin; preferably the same tissue, 

age, species, and sex and over the same temporal period.  Hobson & Wassenaar 

(1998) reared monarch butterflies on their sole larval plant across their Eastern 

breeding range, and from these individuals built an isoscape of δ13C and δD of wing 

chitin.  By comparing measurements of wintering individuals in the same year to these 

isoscapes the authors elucidated the migratory patterns of monarch butterflies in North 
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America.  Creating an isoscape for the time period of interest and across the entire 

range is not possible for most applications.  However, studies that base assignments 

on isotope ratios of known samples from the focal species from different temporal 

periods, or on a smaller scale are not uncommon in the literature (Kelly et al 2002, 

Hobson et al 2009b, Bearhop et al 2006, Lott & Smith 2006).  In other studies, 

precipitation δD isoscapes are utilised by calibration with a smaller number of known 

origin samples of the study species (Bowen et al 2005, Hobson et al 2007, Hobson et 

al 2009c).  

 

Accuracy of assignment is dependent on a number of factors.  Multiple locations have 

the same isotopic signature so incorrect assignments may be made, or certainty of 

assignment may be extremely low if not all possible locations are correctly included 

(Fox et al 2010).  Also, all isotopic measurements are prone to analytical error, so if the 

isotopic difference between potential populations is small, certainty of assignment will 

be low and results may be misleading (Wunder et al 2005, Wunder & Norris 2008).  

Consideration of isotopic variance within and between populations of interest is 

therefore essential.  In cases where precipitation isoscapes are used incorrect 

assignment of discrimination factors (between tissue δD and precipitation δD) will 

reduce accuracy (see Hobson et al 2009a) and further reduction in accuracy may be 

incurred through errors in interpolation of measurements from survey stations in the 

construction of the isoscapes (Wunder & Norris 2008).   

 

Earlier I described predictable sources of variation in isotope signatures that enable 

geographic or dietary assignment.  However there are further sources of variation that 

may introduce assignment error if they are not considered, such as the physiological 

condition of individuals.  For example heat stress may cause variation in δD (Meehan 

et al 2003, McKechnie et al 2004,  Powell and Hobson 2006, Betini et al 2009), as may 

age (Meehan et al 2003, Smith & Dufty 2005, Langin et al 2007), body size (Betini et al 

2009), and sex (Hobson et al 2009b).  Nutritional stress can affect δ15N and δ13C 

(Hobson et 1993, Polischuk et al 2001, Williams et al 2007, though see Kempster et al 

2007).  Temporal variation in δ13C, δ15N and δD should also be considered (Meehan et 

al 2003, Wunder et al 2005, Langin et al 2007). 

 

Recently, describing and accounting for sources of error in models has become more 

common, as has improved statistical assignment techniques for example the inclusion 

of other sources of information alongside isotope data in a Bayesian framework is 

increasingly used (Langin et al 2007, Wunder & Norris 2008, Hobson et al 2009a).  
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Stable isotopes and the wildlife trade 

If assignment of origin based on precipitation isoscapes is to be used as legal 

evidence, large isotopic gradients, extensive knowledge of the biology of the species 

(including discrimination factors and turnover rate or tissue growth rate), and 

knowledge of all potential origins are highly desirable; without these, assignment of 

origin is likely to be called into question (e.g. Rocque et al 2006).  Although these are 

barriers to this technique being used as definitive legal evidence, isoscapes could be 

used as a tool in identifying heavily exploited populations to which greater protection 

can then be directed (see Wasser et al 2007, Wasser et al 2008).  Vogel and 

colleagues (1990) and van der Merwe and colleagues (1990) conducted seminal pilot 

studies for the potential application of stable isotope analysis to determine the origin of 

elephant ivory.  The authors used a trivariate approach using carbon, nitrogen and 

strontium signatures, which revealed distinct clusters for geographically and 

ecologically distinct populations.  Following this work, Ziegler et al (2012) have 

developed isoscapes of elephant ivory to assist in the determination of ivory origin, 

which may facilitate identification of poaching hotspots so policing can be targeted (see 

Wasser et al 2007, Wasser et al 2008). However, it should be noted that genetic 

analysis is already being used successfully to this end in informing the wildlife trade 

(Wasser et al 2008, White et al 2011).  

 

Stable isotope analysis has successfully been used in prosecutions relating to food 

fraud (Balling & Roßmann 2004), but thus far to my knowledge not in wildlife crime.  

The technique has however been applied in a few studies to determine whether 

individuals are of captive or wild origin, and its novelty as a regulatory tool in the wildlife 

trade lies in its potential to distinguish between such sources.  Kelly et al (2007) 

compared signatures of captive bred passerines and individuals of two subspecies of 

goldfinch (Carduelis carduelis britannica and C. c. major) that were suspected to be of 

wild origin.  The two subspecies were distinguishable by morphological differences, 

and were from isotopically distinct regions (the UK and Siberia).  Isotopic signatures 

correlated with isoscapes based on precipitation, with the Siberian subspecies being 

more depleted than the UK subspecies.  In addition, both differed significantly from 

captive bred canaries.  However, there was not enough evidence to suggest that wild 

and captive specimens from isotopically similar geographic regions can be 

differentiated and the authors caution against extrapolation from one species to 

another.  Whilst this study shows promise for stable isotope analysis to be used to 
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ascertain status of specimens as captive bred or wild caught, isotopic signature of the 

natural range and the captive location must differ to a high degree, and tissue must 

remain from the period in which the bird was taken from the wild.   

 

Individuals that are isotopically distinct can be concluded to differ somehow in 

behaviour, physiology, or habitat.  However, it cannot be concluded that individuals that 

have similar isotopic signatures are from the same location, only that they are from 

isotopically similar habitats.  Fox et al (2010) used hydrogen values of feathers to 

determine whether a marbled duck (Marmaronetta angustirostris) shot in Essex (UK) 

was a natural vagrant or an escaped captive bird.  Hydrogen signature of the shot bird 

was significantly different from that of birds originating from the closest wild source 

(Spain), however no other wild populations were tested.  As the signature was similar 

to that of mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) and Baikal teal (Anas formosa) in Northern 

Europe the authors suggested that the specimen may have originated from a captive 

population in Northern Europe.  However, the results were not conclusive: whilst it 

could be concluded that the specimen was unlikely to be from Spain, the similarity to 

ducks from Northern Europe only confirms that the two are from isotopically similar 

habitats.  It could equally have been concluded that this duck was a true vagrant but 

from a population that the authors had not tested. 

 

In a similar study, Fox and colleagues (2007) used hydrogen and oxygen isotopic 

signatures to investigate the origins of a single A. formosa specimen shot in Denmark, 

well outside its natural range of Siberia.  Both hydrogen and oxygen are significantly 

depleted in Siberia compared to Denmark and the bird retained both juvenile and first-

winter feathers.  The authors therefore tested whether feathers grown at the breeding 

grounds showed significantly lower signature than feathers grown in Denmark.  The 

authors found that the isotopic signature of the juvenile feathers complied with 

expected values for a vagrant, given known isoscapes.  However, even without 

comparison with known hydrogen isoscapes, the extreme difference in values within 

tissues of the same individual suggested large scale movement, or a highly unlikely 

change in diet and drinking water, making the results of this study fairly conclusive. 

 

Isotopic signature of a single period of growth could potentially be used to differentiate 

between specimens of wild and captive origin when isoscapes of the location of 

captivity and the natural range do not overlap (Kelly et al 2007).  However, captive 

animals will often experience a ‘global supermarket diet’ that does not reflect the local 

isoscape, and may lead to overlap with the signature of wild populations (see Nardoto 
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et al 2006, Bol & Pflieger 2002).  This may lead to an inability to definitively classify a 

captive individual as wild-sourced, although a specimen with a signature outside that 

found in wild populations could still be assumed to be captive.  In this situation, isotope 

evidence could be used to clear a suspect but not to prosecute. 

      

Keratinous tissues that are laid down sequentially over time have been successfully 

used in longitudinal studies of animal behaviour (Cherel et al 2009, Vander Zanden et 

al 2010).  The ability to take samples that reflect multiple points in time opens the 

possibility to look at temporal patterns of change in isotope signature, which may reflect 

changes in behaviour or location (Bodey et al 2010, Fox et al 2007).  It may also be 

useful in distinguishing captive bred from wild caught specimens.  A single dramatic 

shift in signature or temporal pattern of signature (for example highly variable over 

time, to highly consistent) may be indicative of movement from a wild state to a captive 

state.  Change in signature implies a change in diet, location, or physiology, all of which 

may differ between captive and wild individuals.  A single jump from one signature to 

another is likely to be most useful in species that are expected to have a relatively 

constant signature throughout their life, such as sedentary dietary specialists.  

However, care should be taken in interpreting such shifts in signature as movement out 

of the wild and into captivity, as a jump is also likely to occur with change in ownership 

and consequent alteration to food-source.   

  

It may be that longitudinal patterns in signature could be used as an indicator of captive 

or wild origin.  Captive animals may be subject to erratic and opportunistic changes in 

food bought by owners and supplied by manufacturers.  In contrast, wild animals, 

particularly those that are sedentary, are likely to experience predictable seasonal 

fluctuations that correspond with seasonal variation in natural food availability (Roth 

2002). In such a scenario, it follows that wild specimens will display a less erratic 

temporal signature than those that are captive. However, it is possible that the opposite 

may be found, with wild animals having a temporally more variable signature due to 

dispersal, migration, and periods of nutritional or environmental stress. Several studies 

have shown that nutritional stress, which is more likely to be experienced by wild 

individuals, influences the carbon and nitrogen signature in multiple species and 

tissues (McCue & Pollock, 2008).  Heat stress may be reflected in hydrogen and 

oxygen signature (McKechnie et al 2004), though this could be experienced by both 

wild and captive individuals, particularly in species that require an artificial heat source.  

It can then be seen that untangling the causes of temporal patterns could be very 
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difficult, and without extensive knowledge of the species biology and captive 

husbandry, misinterpretation of temporal patterns is possible. 

 

Conclusions 

Stable isotope analysis shows some promise as a tool for regulation of the wildlife 

trade, both as a method to trace geographical origins and to differentiate between 

captive bred and wild sourced specimens.  However, it must be stressed that this 

approach is not a panacea that will be applicable to all species or situations.  Much 

groundwork must be done before the approach can be validated and this process must 

occur for each new application of the technique in wildlife trade.  Stable isotope 

analysis is most likely to be beneficial where there are large isotopic gradients, where 

the biology of the study species is well understood both in the wild and in captivity, 

where all potential isoscapes are known and where there is additional information that 

can be used alongside isotopic data.  It is unlikely that it could be used as sole 

evidence for illegal trading, however it may have great value in provision of intelligence 

and adding to a body of evidence that may be required in a decision to prosecute.  

 

Whilst stable isotope analysis may be useful in tracing geographical origins of wild 

specimens, genetic analysis is already being used to these ends when the DNA is 

intact and there is sufficient genetic variability between geographically distinct 

populations.  The novelty of stable isotopes in the wildlife trade lies in its potential to 

differentiate between captive and wild specimens, for which there are three potential 

routes: 1) use of distinct values to compare between individuals 2) use of longitudinal 

data to compare within individuals (looking for marked shifts in signature) and 3) use of 

longitudinal data to compare between individuals.  Each approach has its drawbacks, 

but used in combination they may prove to be a powerful tool.  If using stable isototope 

analysis to distinguish between captive and wild specimens stable isotope analysis is 

likely to be most useful for species with isotopically restricted natural range, and from 

which tissue from multiple temporal periods can be measured. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
Introduction to tortoises: trade, ecology, and husbandry 

 
In this thesis I consider the potential applications of stable isotope analysis to 

regulation of the tortoise trade.  Understanding the ecology and captive husbandry 

practices of the species under consideration is necessary for the interpretation of 

isotope signatures. In this section I will therefore summarise the recent history of high 

volume tortoise trade in the UK, the ecology of the predominant species, and tortoise 

husbandry practices in the UK and in tortoise ranches and farms in exporting countries.   

 

Trade history  

Globally, tortoises (Testudinidae) were the third most heavily traded reptile family 

between 2004 and 2008, and species of the genus Testudo comprise the vast majority 

of the tortoise trade both globally and in the UK (UNEP-WCMC).  There are five 

Testudo species, known as Mediterranean or garden tortoises:  marginated (Testudo 

marginata), Kleinmann's (Testudo kleinmanni), Hermann's (Testudo hermanni), spur-

thighed (Testudo graeca), and the Russian tortoise (Testudo hordfieldii), of which the 

latter three are the most heavily traded.  Other species commonly found in the UK 

tortoise trade at lower volumes include leopard (Geochelone pardalis), Indian star 

(Geochelone elegans), African spurred (Centrochelys sulcata), redfoot (Chelonoidis 

carbonaria), yellowfoot (Chelonoidis denticulata), pancake (Malochochersus tornieri), 

and hingeback tortoises (Kinixys spp.).   

  

High demand for the pet trade combined with habitat loss has led to the dramatic 

decline of many Testudo populations, particularly T. graeca, T. hermanni, and T. 

kleinmanni (van Dijk et al 2004, Perälä 2003, Van der Kuyl et al 2005).  In 1975, the 

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 

(CITES) listed all Testudo species under Appendix II, making it necessary for 

import/export permits to be issued before trade is permitted.   Despite these restrictions 

declines continued and in 1984 all Testudo species, with the exception of T. horsfieldii, 

were listed as Annex A species (EU Wildlife Trade Regulations): international trade in 

all wild caught specimens became illegal.  It is required that with each change of 

ownership specimens of Annex A species are accompanied by an Article 10 Certificate, 

which states the name of the vendor, geographical origin and breeding source.  There 

are four possible breeding sources listed by CITES: ‘wild-caught’ refers to individuals 

collected from the wild; ‘farmed’ specimens are those that have been sired in the 

http://wildtortoise.weebly.com/hermanns.html
http://wildtortoise.weebly.com/spur-thighed.html
http://wildtortoise.weebly.com/spur-thighed.html
http://wildtortoise.weebly.com/horsfields.html
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controlled environment; ‘ranched’ specimens must be raised in captivity but need not 

be either sired or born into it; ‘captive-bred’ specimens must satisfy several stipulations, 

but in basic terms are sired and born into populations that are maintained without the 

introduction of wild specimens.   

 

In 1994, due to high threat of extinction, all commercial trade in T. kleinmanni became 

illegal.  With such increases in protection for T. hermanni, T.graeca and T. kleinmanni, 

and with the lifting of the Iron Curtain, trade has recently focussed on T. horsfieldii 

(figure 1).  Because of high mortality during transport and acclimation of specimens, a 

ban on imports of wild T. horsfieldii was imposed in 1999 (September 1999, European 

Union (EU) wildlife trade regulation 338/97).  However, this ban was lifted in 2006 

(UNEP-WCMC 2010). T. horsfieldii  is now, globally, the most heavily traded tortoise 

species and the third most commonly imported reptile species, with a large proportion 

of specimens being of wild origin (UNEP-WCMC).  As an Annex B species, it is legal to 

trade T. horsfieldii specimens of wild, ranched, farmed and captive-bred origin.  

However, despite relatively high import numbers for T. horsfieldii, trade has not risen to 

the level of that seen in the 1970s and 1980s for T. hermanni and T. graeca (figure 1).  

Because of their importance in the pet trade, in this thesis I will restrict my analyses to 

T. hermanni, T. graeca and T. horsfieldii.   

 

Current trade: quantities and routes  

I used data for the past ten years (2001-2011) from the CITES trade database 

(accessible at www.unep-wcmc-apps.org/citestrade/) to examine the source and origin 

of T. horsfieldii, T. hermanni and T. graeca entering the UK.  It should however be 

noted that the last complete year of data for the database is 2005 as some countries 

report their statistics independently.  I have used only import quantities, as export 

quantities from some countries, such as Uzbekistan, reflect the number of permits 

applied for rather than the number of specimens actually exported.   I have not included 

any information on imports from within the EU as these quantities are not reported to 

CITES.  Whilst approximate quantities of EU imports could, in theory, be obtained from 

collating information on Article 10 Certificates, it was not possible for this project.      

 

T.horsfieldii specimens imported to the UK in the past ten years were reported as 

ranched (n=32,401), farmed (n=7,122), or wild (n=2,525).  All but two specimens (re-

exported from the USA) were exported from Uzbekistan (n=34,901) or exported/re-

exported from Ukraine (n=8,582).  For this period, re-exports of T. horsfieldii from 

Ukraine originated in Uzbekistan (n=160).  Although it is legal to export wild specimens, 

http://dashboards.cites.org/global?id=Reptiles
http://www.unep-wcmc-apps.org/citestrade/
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they fetch lower prices and may be less likely to survive in captivity (UNEP-WCMC, 

2010).  There are concerns that some wild specimens are laundered into the market as 

ranched specimens, in particular as re-exports from the Ukraine (pers. comm. Rick 

Wilton, company director, Zoological International Ltd.). 

 

Despite trade restrictions, T. graeca and T. hermanni remain popular in the tortoise 

trade.  In the last ten years 8,829 T. graeca, and 9,937 T. hermanni were imported into 

the UK from outside the EU (figure 1); the vast majority were from large scale breeding 

farms in Slovenia, Turkey and Macedonia.  A breakdown of imports from non- EU 

exporting countries is shown in table 1.  Tortoises from captive breeding farms are 

considered to be of questionable source by some, with fears that wild-caught 

specimens are being laundered into the market through these farms (Vinke & Vinke 

2010).   

 

A small proportion of the tortoise trade is supplied by enthusiast small-scale breeders 

in the UK.  I collated information on 63 tortoise breeders listed on a number of advisory 

sites on the internet (www.tortoise-protection-group.org, www.tinytortoises.co.uk, 

www.tortsmad.com, www.tortoise-world.com, www.shelledwarriors.co.uk, 

www.tortoisemad.co.uk, www.thetortoisehouse.com).  This information is summarised 

in table 2.  The most commonly bred species were T. hermanni (n=35), followed by T. 

graeca (n=30) and T. horsfieldii (n=16).  This list is not, however, exhaustive.   

 

Wild-caught specimens of T. graeca and T. hermanni are also readily available on 

tourist markets in their natural ranges.  False information is often given by vendors 

about the legality of such transactions (RSPCA 2001).  It is possible that such 

specimens are laundered into the UK tortoise trade with fraudulently obtained Article 10 

certificates.    

 

Tortoises in the wild: range, habitat, diet and behaviour  

Two of the three study species of this thesis are quite similar: T. graeca and T. 

hermanni, whose range is restricted to isolated patches around the Mediterranean 

basin.  The other, T. horsfieldii has a range that extends from the Caspian Sea to 

China and from Kazhakstan to Iran (figure 2).  T. graeca and T. hermanni occupy 

mosaic habitats that comprise both densely vegetated and open areas, though the 

habitat of T. hermanni tends to be less open than that of T. graeca (Anadon et al 2006, 

Wright et al 1988).  Mediterranean forest and farmland are suitable habitat for both and 

T. hermanni are also found in dune scrub and maritime grassland (Stubbs 1989a).  In 

http://www.tortoise-protection-group.org/
http://www.tinytortoises.co.uk/
http://www.tortsmad.com/
http://www.tortoise-world.com/
http://www.shelledwarriors.co.uk/
http://www.tortoisemad.co.uk/
http://www.thetortoisehouse.com/
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addition, some small, isolated populations of T. hermanni exist in urban parks, for 

example in Rome (Rugiero & Luiselli 2006). Regulation of body temperature is 

accomplished by shuttling between sunny and shady patches (Meek & Innskeep 1980).   

 

In contrast to the above species, T. horsfieldii tends to inhabit arid environments: 

desert, semi-desert and steppe, though it can also be found in foothills, mountains, 

marshes, valleys, and floodplains (Stubbs 1989b, Theile 2000). Due to unfavourable 

conditions for most of the year, individual tortoises are active only in spring for 

approximately two months, during which time temperatures at night can drop to -10 °C 

and daytime temperatures can reach 45°C (Lagarde et al 2002).  To cope with 

fluctuations in temperature this species is semi-fossorial, and spends the majority of 

time in burrows up to 2m long that facilitate moisture retention (Highfield 1992).  It has 

been reported that individual Horsfield's tortoises are active for just 3.5% of the year 

and may spend less than twenty hours a year foraging (Lagarde et al 2002, Lagarde et 

al 2003). 

 

In general all three species have a sedentary lifestyle and males are more active than 

females as they search and/ or fight for mates (Chelazzi & Calzolai 1986, Stubbs 

1989a, Stubbs 1989c). T. hermanni that inhabit densely wooded areas are an 

exception as females migrate to specific isolated clearings from their usual home-range 

in order to lay eggs (Stubbs 1989a).      

 

Testudo tortoises drink from puddles and streams when water is available although 

they are capable of tolerating water deprivation for substantial periods.  During dry 

periods activity levels are reduced and tortoises aestivate in their relatively humid 

burrows in order to reduce fluid loss.  Testudo tortoises are vegetarian, although there 

are anecdotal accounts of diet including molluscs, earthworms and insects.  For 

example El Mouden et al (2006) found invertebrate fragments in 21% of T. graeca 

faeces analysed, however, to my knowledge, active selection of invertebrates has not 

been documented, and where invertebrates form part of the diet it is likely to be of 

negligible proportion.  Diet of the three species is similar though differences exist 

among populations, for example plants in the carnation family were eaten by one 

population of T. graeca (Cobo & Andreu 1988) but actively avoided by another (El 

Mouden et al 2006).  Flowering plants such as legumes (Fabaceae), buttercups 

(Ranunculaceae) and asters (Asteraceae) feature heavily in the diets of all three 

species (El Mouden et al 2006, Cobo & Andreu 1988, Meek & Inskeep 1980, Lagarde 

et al 2003). Crucifers (Brassicaceae), and poppies (Paperveraceae) have also been 

http://wildtortoise.weebly.com/references.html
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reported to contribute significantly to the diet of T. horsfieldii (Lagarde et al 2003).  In 

addition, grasses (Poaceae), and to a lesser extent sedges (Cyperaceae) and rushes 

(Juncaceae) form part of the diet of many populations of T. graeca and T. hermanni 

(Cobo & Andreu 1988, del Vecchio et al 2011).  At least one population of T. horsfieldii 

has, however, been found to actively avoid grasses (Lagarde et al 2003).  It is difficult 

to assess the contribution of C-3 and C-4 plants to the diets of these species.  It is 

likely that the majority of diet consists of C-3 plants, however there is certainly some 

contribution of C-4 plants, for example Cobo & Andreu (1988) found evidence of 

consumption by T. gracea of Cynodon dactylon and Panicum repens, both C-4 grasses 

(Pyankov et al 2010). 

 

Timing of reproduction is variable among species and populations due to the large 

differences in climate experienced.  All three species mate soon after emergence from 

hibernation and in at least some populations of T. gracea and T. hermanni a second 

period of mating occurs in late summer, with eggs hatching in mid to late summer 

(Stubbs 1989a, Stubbs 1989c, Henen 2000).  In T. horsfieldii eggs are produced 

from both stored resources (capital) and those acquired in the current season (income) 

(Henen 2004).  As a consequence, although females spend a greater amount of time 

foraging than males their body condition may decrease during the active period (Henen 

et al 2000).  In contrast, despite intensive activity in searching for mates, males 

increase in weight during the mating season (Henen et al 2000). Length of hibernation 

differs among species and populations but is shorter for T. gracea and T. hermanni 

than T. horsfieldii.  Occasional and brief emergences during winter have been reported 

for T. hermanni (Stubbs 1989a).   

 

Tortoises in captivity: diet and husbandry 

The potential to distinguish between captive and wild tortoises using stable isotope 

analysis is dependent on there being differences between the diet, or the source of the 

diet, between the two groups.  In order to gain an understanding of UK captive tortoise 

diet I created an online survey with kwiksurveys.com and sent it to breeders and 

owners, and posted links on facebook and on a website for the project (survey 1; see 

Appendix A).  Owners attending post hibernation veterinary care sessions in Bristol 

also completed a questionnaire on diet (survey 2; see Appendix A).  In addition to 

these surveys I searched websites for advice on tortoise diet. 
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a) Tortoises in the UK  

The majority of online tortoise husbandry sites currently advise a varied diet of weeds 

and leafy vegetables with very occasional fruit.  Root vegetables and high protein 

vegetables such as peas are advised against (BCG 2012, Highfield 2002, 

thetortoisetable.org.uk, tinytortoises.co.uk, tortoise.org.uk).  Until recently textbooks 

advised a diet that included animal protein though this is now actively discouraged on 

specialist websites.  Pre-packaged tortoise foods are also available and are 

occasionally advised as part of a balanced diet. Brands include Pre-Alpin, from 

Germany (agrobs.de), and Repcal tortoise food from California (repcal.com).   

 

Survey 1 had 25 respondents, 18 of whom breed tortoises, and 23 tortoise owners 

completed survey 2.  Data on whether the latter were tortoise breeders were not 

collected, but it is likely that the majority were not.    

 

The number of respondents that fed their tortoises each of the dietary items is given in 

table 3.  At least half the diet of tortoises of 75% of respondents (n=36) comprised of 

food definitely grown in the UK (figure 3).  In most cases (n=30, 63% of respondents) 

garden weeds contributed to more than 50% of diet.  Only 6% of respondents (n=3) did 

not feed their tortoises garden weeds.  Other dietary items that contributed to more 

than 50% of any diet were supermarket greens (n=4), home-grown greens (n=2), and 

supermarket fruit (n=1). 

No respondents fed their tortoises meat, although 2 noted that they had previously 

used cat or dog food.   

 

In addition to questions on diet, in survey 1 I asked what source of water was available 

to tortoises.  Of the 25 respondents, 11 gave only tap-water, 4 gave only rain-water, 9 

gave both tap- and rain-water and 1 gave tap-, rain- and bottled-water. 

 

Whilst these results reflect the advice found on websites, the sample is likely to be 

biased towards owners who use such sites.  This is particularly likely to be the case for 

the online survey.  I tested whether there was a difference in response to the two 

surveys using the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test.  There was a significant difference in 

percentage of diet sourced from the UK, with a greater proportion of the diet from the 

UK in the online survey; the median proportions of diet sourced in the UK for survey 1 

and 2 respectively were 0.83 (n=25) and 0.6 (n=23) (W=422, p<0.01).  Using data from 

survey 1, there was no difference in proportion of diet from the UK between owners 

who did and did not breed tortoises; median values for breeders (n=18) and non-

http://agrobs/
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breeders (n=7) respectively were 0.77 and 0.83 (Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon, W=64.5, 

p=0.95).   

 

b) Tortoises in breeding facilities  

Large-scale tortoise breeding facilities occur in Slovenia, Macedonia, Turkey (T. graeca 

and T. hermanni), and Uzbekistan (T. horsfieldii).  I could find no reference in the 

literature to the husbandry of these tortoises; however it is likely that they are force-

grown on a more protein rich diet than wild individuals in order to increase productivity.  

The only legal tortoise breeding operation in Uzbekistan is the Uz ZooComplex.  

Tortoises in this facility are fed mainly on vegetables, salad leaves, pumpkins, wheat 

and protein supplement.  Depending on the season apples, apricots and other fruits 

form part of the diet. Very young tortoises are also given yoghurt (Pers. comm. Evgeniy 

Peregontsev, Uz ZooKomplex).  

 

Summary  

As a method of trade regulation, stable isotope analysis is likely to be of greatest utility 

for T. horsfieldii, T. hermanni and T. graeca as they are imported in large numbers and 

are commonly bred in the UK.  There are concerns that this high volume legal trade 

acts as a cover for the illegal trade; primarily as 1) wild T. horsfieldii falsely declared as 

ranched specimens (pers. comm. Rick Wilton, company director, Zoological 

International Ltd.); 2) wild T. graeca and T. hermanni from tourist markets claimed as 

UK-bred (RSPCA 2001); and 3) wild T. graeca and T. hermanni claimed as captive 

bred in large-scale farms (Vinke & Vinke 2010).  

 

All three species typically hibernate for a substantial period and are vegetarian (though 

they may consume small quantities of invertebrates), and specialist websites advise 

that tortoises in captivity are given a similar diet to that of wild tortoises.  Owners that 

completed diet surveys predominantly fed their tortoises garden weeds, but 

supermarket greens were also common dietary components: tortoise diet varies 

between owners and not all UK-kept tortoises will have a UK hydrogen signature.  The 

diet of tortoises bred in large scale farms is unknown and may or may not differ to that 

of UK or wild tortoises.   
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Resolving temporal patterns in isotope signature: a preliminary 

longitudinal study of tissues of the tortoise T. horsfieldii 

 

 

Introduction 

Longitudinal analysis of isotope signature may be useful for identifying the source of 

animal and plant specimens in trade (see chapter 1).  There are three main 

approaches that can be used to resolve temporal patterns; firstly, sampling the same 

tissue on multiple occasions; secondly, sampling multiple tissues with different turnover 

rates and thirdly, serially sampling a single tissue (Dalerum & Angerbjörn 2005).  From 

a wildlife trade regulation perspective, the latter two are of particular interest as these 

require only a single sampling event. 

 

Temporal patterns can be resolved through measurement of tissues with different 

metabolic turnover rates.  For example Hobson (1993) measured carbon and nitrogen 

stable isotope ratios of blood, liver and bone collagen of seven species of seabird to 

obtain short-, intermediate- and long-term dietary information.  However research is 

required into fractionation factors, turnover rates and the effects of factors such as age, 

growth and metabolic routing for the taxa of interest, before this method can be 

confidently used (e.g. Bearhop et al 2002, Reich et al 2008).   

 

Serial sampling of metabolically inert tissue is the method most likely to be of use in 

wildlife trade regulation as such tissue can incorporate information over long periods 

(Cherel et al 2009, Bodey et al 2010, Vander Zanden 2010). Tortoises of the genus 

Testudo are a good model for testing the potential of serial analysis for trade regulation 

purposes: they continue to grow past the age of sexual maturity, have a carapace 

formed of sequentially grown keratin, which is not shed (Wilson et al 2003), and they 

are traded extensively.  Newly grown scute keratin forms a layer both below and 

around old growth causing the appearance of growth rings (Alibardi 2005, Seltzer & 

Berry 2005, Murray & Wolf 2012) (figure 4), which can be non-invasively sampled.  

Tortoise carapace therefore provides the opportunity to sample material from the entire 

lifespan of specimens entering the trade.   
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There have been very few stable isotope studies on tortoises.  However, a recent diet 

switch experiment conducted by Murray & Wolf (2012) examined δ13C of carapace 

keratin, red blood cells and plasma of desert tortoises (Gopherus agassizii).  They 

sampled keratin before and after a diet switch.  A single scute was sampled from each 

tortoise, by cutting and lifting a strip of keratin bisecting the growth rings.  The carbon 

signature of growth rings grown before the diet switch was different between the two 

sampling events: carbon from the second diet was incorporated into growth rings that 

were present before the diet switch.  This is consistent with the scute-growth pattern 

shown in figure 4a.  Sampling in this way is therefore not ideal for resolving temporal 

patterns as weighted averages of several growth periods are obtained rather than 

values of individual growth periods.  In addition, the sampling method used in the 

Murray & Wolf (2012) study may increase risk of infection as it exposes live tissues 

under the keratin.  A preferable sampling method may be to remove a shallow layer of 

keratin from the surface, thus reducing the time period covered by material in the 

sample. The keratin covering the bony carapace is very thin, particularly in young 

tortoises, but pooling material from multiple scutes would enable the collection of larger 

samples.  In order sample in this way it would be useful to know whether isotope ratios 

are conserved among scutes. To my knowledge there have, to date, been no such 

studies.  It would also be of interest to know whether plastral and carapacial scutes 

differ, as sampling damage is less visible on the plastral scutes.  

 

Claws are also formed of keratin and may therefore present an additional opportunity 

for collecting short to mid-term temporal data.  For example Bearhop et al (2006) used 

δD of claw tips from blackcaps (Sylvia atricapilla) that had recently returned to their 

breeding grounds to infer wintering latitudes of individuals, which could not be achieved 

through sampling feathers (as they were grown on the breeding grounds).  Use of 

claws in isotope studies is however limited by lack of knowledge of growth patterns so 

although claws are continuously grown they should not currently be used for time 

series (Bearhop et al 2003).  

 

In this chapter I report the carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen values of claw, carapacial 

and plastral keratin of a batch of imported T. horsfieldii.  I examine whether signatures 

vary among scutes in order to determine whether material from multiple scutes can be 

pooled, and look at whether there are differences between front and back claws to 

evaluate the potential of claw material in longitudinal studies. I also took the opportunity 

to sample blood, liver and muscle for future reference and have reported these results 
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in Appendix B.  I discuss my findings in relation to stable isotope analysis as an 

approach for regulation of the tortoise trade.   

 

 

Methods 
 

Scute keratin standard 
 

I prepared an in-house keratin standard from a single dead adult T. graeca specimen, 

the history of which is unknown.  The keratin of two scutes was used.  This material 

was cleaned with ethanol, homogenized using a high velocity ball mill, and dried at 

60°C for 72 hours.  I analyzed ten samples of the keratin standard at 0.7mg and 1mg to 

ascertain mean and standard deviation δ13C and δ15N, respectively (values ± 1 sd: δ13C 

= -25.88 ± 0.14; δ15N = 5.01 ± 0.28).   

 

For hydrogen analysis it is preferable to run samples in triplicate, due to a memory 

effect (Olsen et al 2006).  In order to determine how best to divide small samples I 

therefore analyzed samples at two weights in both duplicate and triplicate as follows: I 

analyzed 8 triplicates at 1mg and 0.5 mg spaced by blanks or standards, removed the 

first of each triplicate from analysis and took an average of the final two.  I also 

analyzed 8 duplicates at 1mg and 0.5mg spaced by blanks or standards and removed 

the first of each duplicate from analysis.  The results are shown in Appendix C.  As the 

standard deviation for hydrogen was smaller for triplicates at 0.5mg than for duplicates 

at 1mg, where sample weights obtained were small I divided them into triplicates of a 

lower weight rather than duplicates of a higher weight. 

 

T. horsfieldii samples 
 

I analysed 15 T. horsfieldii from a single batch re-exported from Ukraine.  The 

specimens died soon after import (9-48 days) and had between 5 and 9 growth rings. 

Country of origin and source (wild/farmed/ranched) are unknown.  I kept all specimens 

in a freezer at -18°C prior to sampling. 

 

I cleaned scutes and claws to be sampled with water and scraped keratin samples from 

the carapace and plastron using a dental scaler.  Growth stages sampled were the 

juvenile scute, which is grown before hatching, the growth bars adjacent to the juvenile 

scute (approximately 2; henceforth referred to as old growth), and the most recent 

growth bars (approximately 2) (figure 4c).  These were taken from four carapacial and 

two plastral scutes (figure 4d).  Due to low sample weight not all scutes could be 
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sampled for both carbon and nitrogen, and hydrogen.  I therefore grouped the 

specimens as shown in figure 4d.  I weighed material obtained for each sample.  In 

addition to scute keratin I clipped all claws with intact tips, and used a high velocity ball 

mill to homogenise samples.  I dried all keratin samples in an oven at 60°C for a 

minimum of 72 hours.     

  

I loaded samples into tin capsules (approximate weights: C/N 0.5mg or 0.7mg, H 

0.5mg or 1mg).  Where sample weight was high enough I ran samples in triplicate or 

duplicate.  Carbon (δ13C), nitrogen (δ15N), and hydrogen (δD) isotope ratios were 

determined using a Fisons 1108 Elemental Analyser coupled to a GV Instruments 

Isoprime in continuous flow mode.  I included regularly spaced laboratory standards in 

all sample runs (see Appendix C for standards and values).  These were calibrated 

against international standards.  I also included the in-house scute keratin standard 

described above in all sample runs.  All values are reported in delta notation (δ): δ(‰) 

= (Rsample / Rstandard – 1) x 1000, where Rsample and Rstandard are the ratio of heavy to light 

isotopes of the sample and standard respectively.  Long term in-house repeatability for 

each element is as follows: 0.2‰ (δ13C), 0.3‰ (δ15N), 3‰ (δD).  The standard 

deviation of scute keratin standard across all plates was 0.17‰ (δ13C), 0.36‰ (δ15N) 

and 4.6‰ (δD).   

 

Statistical analysis 
 

I used general linear mixed models (GLMMs) in R (R2.12.1, www.r-project.org), using 

the package lme4 to test differences among and within tissues. I specified identity of 

tortoise and sample number (whether sample was first, second or third in a 

triplicate/duplicate) as random factors in all models. 

 

To test whether sample weight affected carbon or nitrogen signature I included an 

interaction between keratin age and original sample weight.  I did not collect data on 

weight of hydrogen samples.  To test whether signature was affected by number of 

days spent in the UK before death I included interactions between the number of UK 

days and recent scute growth, and also between number of UK days and position of 

claw (front / back).  In all cases I checked the residual plots of minimum adequate 

models. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.r-project.org/
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Results 
 

Scute keratin 
 

There was no difference among carapacial and plastral scutes in δ13C (lmer: χ2
4,9=0.57, 

p=0.97), δ15N (lmer, χ2
4,9=3.40, p=0.49), or δD (lmer, χ2

4,6=8.65, p=0.07).  δ13C did 

however differ among ages of keratin growth (lmer: χ2
2,5=29.93, p<0.001), as did δ15N 

(lmer: χ2
2,5=194.69, p<0.001), and δD (lmer, χ2

2,4=19.48, p<0.001; figure 5).  Dry weight 

of samples obtained for carbon and nitrogen analysis ranged from 0.35mg to 2.69mg 

(mean ± 1SD: 1.24 ± 0.48), yet despite differences among ages, original sample weight 

did not affect δ13C (lmer: χ2
2,11=1.74, p=0.42), or δ15N (lmer: χ2

2,11=0.026, p=0.99).  

 

There was no effect of number of days alive in the UK on signature (lmer, δ13C: 

χ2
1,4=2.16, p=0.14; δ15N: χ2

1,4=0.02, p=0.89; δD: χ2
1,4=0.11, p=0.74).  

 

Claw 
 

Back claws were more enriched in δ13C than front claws (lmer: χ2
1,5 =14.89, p<0.001), 

but only by 0.19‰, which is just outside measurement error of the scute standard for 

δ13C (0.17‰).  Front claws were also more enriched in δ15N than back claws (lmer: 

χ2
1,5=14.11, p<0.001) by a mean of 0.39‰, which is again just outside measurement 

error of the scute standard (0.36‰).  There was no difference in δD of front and back 

claws (lmer: χ2
1,5=0.99, p=0.32)  

 

Position of claw (front/ back) did not affect the relationship between δ13C and number 

of days spent in the UK (lmer: χ2
1,7=2.82, p<0.09).  However δ15N of back claws 

became more depleted with increased time spent alive in the UK than did front claws 

(lmer: χ2
1,7=6.32, p<0.05; figure 6). There was also an interaction between number of 

days in the UK and claw position for δD (lmer: χ2
1,7=8.02, p<0.01; figure 6). 

 

 

Discussion 

In contrast to Murray and Wolf (2012), who sampled tortoises by lifting a strip of keratin 

from the scute, I sampled only the material at the surface.  The sampling technique 

used by Murray & Wolf (2012) resulted in inclusion of material of non-target ageing 

periods. In this study I used weight of material taken as a proxy for depth of sampling. 

Deep samples are likely to include non-target ages of growth.  The absence of a 

relationship between weight and signature despite differences in signature among ages 

suggests that I did not reach a great enough depth to include non-target ages.  
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However, this is not a robust method to test the age of material sampled and a diet-

switch experiment would be required to definitively confirm these results.  There does 

not seem to be a disadvantage to the sampling technique that I have used here as 

isotope values do not differ among scutes: significantly, material can be pooled from 

multiple scutes in order to obtain representative larger sample sizes.     

 

The difference in δ13C, δ15N and δD among scute keratin of different ages suggests 

that serial sampling of scutes may present an opportunity for resolving temporal 

patterns of signature in tortoises (figure 5).  However the time taken for growth ring 

deposition in tortoises is not well understood and is likely to be influenced by changes 

in environment, behaviour and/ or physiology (Wilson et al 2003). It is known that 

tortoises in captivity are capable of laying down multiple rings in a year, for example 

desert tortoises kept in captivity by Murray and Wolf (2012) grew between two and five 

growth rings per year.  The period of time represented by the newest growth of scute in 

this study is probably months rather than weeks prior to sampling as time spent in the 

UK before death had no effect on signature of the newest growth of scute.   

    

Front and back claws differ quite markedly in size, with back claws being much shorter 

and narrower. They also differ in both δ13C and δ15N, which suggests that they 

incorporate isotopic signatures from different time periods.  It may therefore be possible 

to use claw material for longitudinal studies, with back claws presumably representing 

a more recent time period (figure 6).  However, more research is needed on the growth 

pattern of claws and how this varies between wild and captive tortoises, before use of 

claw tissue for this purpose would be practicable. 

 

Given current knowledge of metabolic turnover rates, discrimination factors and growth 

pattern of claws, the most promising method for resolving temporal patterns in isotopic 

signatures for tortoises is serial sampling of scute keratin.  The remainder of my thesis 

will therefore focus on this approach to characterising the origin of tortoises. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

Stable isotope analysis as a potential method to distinguish 

between ranched and wild T. horsfieldii 

 

 

Introduction 

The wildlife trade can be a major driver of declines in wild populations (Hill 1990, Sodhi 

et al 2004, Schlaepfer et al 2005, Smith & Walpole 2005).  Whilst the legal trade can be 

monitored and quotas based on these data, the same is not true for the illegal trade 

due to its often secretive nature.  Whilst seizures of illegal goods can provide 

information on trade networks and the extent of, and temporal patterns in the illegal 

trade, (Wasser et al 2008, Rosen & Smith 2010, Shepherd & John 2010), this can be 

impeded by the difficulty of distinguishing between legal and illegal specimens.  Such a 

difficulty may arise when specimens are traded under false identity, for example as 

being from a legal geographic or breeding origin, or being a different species (Baker 

2008, Vinke & Vinke 2010, White et al 2011).  An increase in knowledge of trade 

routes, which populations are under threat from over-exploitation, and trends in trade 

volume is highly desirable as this can then be used to target conservation resources 

more efficiently. 

 

It is in the interest of both consumers and suppliers that specimens entering the market 

are legal and of known origin.  Ignorance of true population size and extent of collection 

may lead to overexploitation and, in addition to population declines, may also lead to 

loss of income for suppliers and loss of supply to consumers.  A further concern for 

consumers is that the behaviour and welfare of specimens may differ among sources: 

disease, parasite load, stress-level, and life expectancy all affect the value of 

specimens and can differ among sources (Cabezas et al 2012, Reed 2005, Theile 

2000).  In addition, specimens traded outside the legal framework are unlikely to be 

screened for diseases, which may then be unwittingly spread to captive populations. 

 

Development of tools to determine the origin of specimens would benefit the trade and 

may provide valuable information on the extent of threat to wild populations.  T. 

horsfieldii is an ideal organism with which to test the potential of stable isotope analysis 

to differentiate between populations of different breeding source: carapace keratin 
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provides a long-term temporal record, and both wild and ranched specimens of T. 

horsfieldii are legally traded in the UK.  In the UK, ranched specimens are more 

popular, fetch higher prices than wild origin tortoises and are more likely to survive in 

captivity (Theile 2000, pers. comm. Rick Wilton, company director, Zoological 

International Ltd). It is legal for specimens of T. horsfieldii  from all sources (wild/ 

captive/ ranched) to be traded, yet there are concerns that some wild specimens are 

being fraudulently claimed as ranched (pers. comm. Rick Wilton).  If this is the case, it 

is possible that some batches of imported tortoises consist of both ranched specimens 

and wild specimens.   

 

Currently expert opinion is used to determine whether a shipment or specimen is legal 

or illegal.  Variation among specimens and disparities between paperwork and 

specimens (such as reported age and size) can be used as indicators of the legality of 

shipments.  Variation in size and morphology within a batch, the degree of wear on the 

carapace, and parasite diversity are also indicators of breeding origin.  In addition, the 

carapace of wild specimens should have relatively smooth carapaces compared to 

those of specimens raised in captivity, which are more likely to show signs of 

pyramiding.  Pyramiding in Testudo tortoises is a pathological deformity of the 

carapace that gives the carapace a lumpy appearance and is difficult to completely 

avoid when raising tortoises in captivity.  Pyramiding can be caused by improper diet or 

environment and is often used as an indicator of how well captive care approximates 

conditions seen in the wild (Gerlach 2004, Wiesner & Iben 2003).    

 

In this chapter I examine the isotopic composition of a batch of imported T. horsfieldii 

specimens.  Using degree of pyramiding as a proxy for source, I explore whether 

differences in signature may be attributable to differences in source and discuss  

whether signature, and the change in signature over time within individuals, could be 

used towards regulation of the tortoise trade. 

    

Methods 

I analysed 30 T. horsfieldii from a single batch re-exported from Ukraine.  The 

specimens died on import. Country of origin and breeding source are unknown.  Data 

for 15 of these specimens are also used in chapter 3.  Methods of sampling and stable 

isotope analysis are as described in chapter 3, with the exception that I pooled material 

from multiple carapacial scutes for the specimens not used in chapter 3. 
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To determine degree of pyramiding I took three photographs of each specimen in 

profile (see figure 7 for protocol).  I measured the length and greatest depth of the 

second, third and fourth vertebral scutes in Image-J (figure 8).  In order to obtain a 

measurement of degree of pyramiding I divided length by depth for each scute and 

took the average of this measurement for all scutes across all photographs for each 

tortoise.  I categorised tortoises in groups of 5 according to degree of pyramiding, from 

the five most pyramided to the five smoothest.   

 

Statistical analysis 

On visualisation of the data, two highly distinct groups were apparent in old age growth 

when I plotted δ13C against 15N (figure 9).  Isotope ratios of samples from a batch of 

tortoises consisting of a mixture of both ranched and wild origin specimens could be 

expected to fall into two major groups that remain consistent across ages of growth.  I 

therefore assigned individuals to the groups seen in old age growth (henceforth I refer 

to them as group A and group B) and tested whether individuals clustered into groups 

A and B at all ages of growth.  To do this I used the kmeans function in R to carry out 

partitioning cluster analysis for each age of growth for the three combinations of 

elements (δ13C and δ15N, δ13C and δD, δ15N and δD).  For these analyses I used the 

mean isotope ratio across scutes for each tortoise at each age.   

 

In order to determine whether there were differences in isotope ratios between group A 

and B for each element I used general linear mixed models (GLMMs) in the package 

lme4.  I specified group and age of growth as independent variables and included the 

interaction between them.  I specified identity of tortoise and repeat number as random 

factors.  Where applicable I conducted post-hoc tests to see at which ages of growth 

differences occurred. 

 

I used mean values of δ13C, δ15N and δD to calculate the total change in signature over 

time for group A and group B.  I calculated this as the sum of the difference between 

juvenile and old growth and between old and recent growth. I compared the groups 

with an ANOVA.  

 

 

Results 

Samples that clustered in old growth also clustered in recent and juvenile growth in 

plots of δ13C and δ15N (figure 9).  For juvenile growth, partition cluster analysis 
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assigned 13 of the 17 specimens in group A correctly and all of the specimens in group 

B correctly.  For recent growth 14 of the 15 specimens in group A and 11 of the 12 

specimens in group B, were assigned correctly.  The addition of hydrogen did not 

improve clustering and increased the number of incorrect allocations at all ages (table 

4). 

 

Given the possibility that clustering may be due to differences in origin, I looked at 

whether clustering was related to degree of pyramiding.  Measurements of pyramiding 

are shown in figure 10.  The five smoothest specimens and five most pyramided 

specimens (a proxy for wild/ captive origin respectively) fell into separate clusters 

(Fisher’s exact test, p<0.05): all the smooth specimens belonged to group B, whilst 

three of the pyramided specimens belonged to group A, and one to group B.  The 

remaining pyramided specimen was not assigned to a group, as the old growth sample 

for this individual was lost.  However, from plots of the juvenile and recent growth it 

appeared to also belong to group A (figure 9).   

   

I conducted general linear mixed models to determine whether groups were 

significantly different to each other at each age for δ15N, δ13C, and δD.  There was a 

significant interaction between age and group for δ13C (lmer; χ2
2,7=74.75, p<0.001), 

δ15N (lmer; χ2
2,7=30.50, p<0.001) and δD (lmer; χ2

2,7=22.43, p<0.001).  I conducted 

post-hoc tests for each period of growth.  There was a significant difference between 

group A and group B individuals at all ages for δ15N (lmer; Juvenile: χ2
1,4=19.77, 

p<0.001, Old: χ2
1,4= 64.40, p<0.001, Recent: χ2

1,4=27.08, p<0.001), but this difference 

was apparent only in old growth for δ13C (lmer; Juvenile:  χ2
1,4=0.0004, p = 0.99, Old: 

χ2
1,4=25.75, p<0.001 Recent: χ2

1,4=0.06, p = 0.81), and δD (lmer; Juvenile: 

χ2
1,4=0.0005, p = 0.98, Old: χ2

1,4=11.60, p<0.001, Recent: χ2
1,4=0.15, p = 0.70) (figure 

11). 

 

As clusters remained conserved across ages of growth I assumed that they were true 

groups and compared them to see if there were differences in total change over time.  

The total change in δ13C of group A specimens was larger than that of group B 

specimens (ANOVA; F1,25= 4.45, p < 0.05), however there was no difference between 

the groups for either nitrogen (ANOVA; F1,25= 2.83, p = 0.10), or hydrogen (ANOVA; 

F1,21= 0.08, p = 0.78).   
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Discussion 

This study indicates that there may be potential for stable isotope analysis to be used 

as a tool to explore the composition of batches of specimens.  Specimens in a single 

batch that is claimed to be consistent in source can be expected to have similar 

signatures and similar temporal trends in signature.  Where there is deviation from this 

expectation, specimens in the batch must vary in some way, for example in diet, 

location, or age.  The specimens sampled in this study were from a single batch but 

could be placed into two distinct groups (figure 9).  That the most and least pyramided 

tortoises fell into separate groups suggests that in this case the clustering may be due 

to differences in breeding source, with one group being of wild origin and the other of 

ranched (see Gerlach 2004).  If this is the case, stable isotope may be useful as a tool 

to identify batches of specimens in which illegally-sourced specimens have been 

included among legally-sourced individuals. 

 

However, without further studies on known-origin specimens, these results remain 

equivocal.  It is possible that individual preferences in diet could cause both differing 

signature and differing degree of pyramiding.  In addition it is possible that the 

specimens were all ranched but from more than one breeding program, or from 

different cohorts.  Alternatively, all specimens from this batch may be of wild origin but 

from multiple locations: individuals are likely to vary both in diet and in susceptibility to 

pyramiding due to different habitat and environmental conditions (Gerlach 2004, 

Wiesner & Iben 2003).   

       

Nevertheless, if it is assumed for the present that the differences in signature are due 

to differences in breeding source, these data present an opportunity to explore the 

potential of using stable isotope analysis to distinguish between wild and captive 

tortoises.  There are clear differences in signature between the two groups, particularly 

in δ15N (figure 11).  I also found that the carbon signature of ‘captive-raised’ specimens 

changes to a greater degree over time than that of ‘wild’ specimens.  However, the 

potential for stable isotope analysis to infer the source a single specimen, or a small 

group of specimens is questionable as signatures of wild populations and captive 

populations are likely to overlap.  The same is true of degree of change over time as 

this is likely to vary within and among both wild and captive specimens depending on, 

for example, between year differences in climate in the wild, and source of food supply 

in captivity. Extensive sampling of different populations would be needed to assess 

whether there was a true difference in signature.   
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In summary, stable isotope analysis has potential to be used as a tool to infer the 

composition, and possibly source, of batches of tortoises.  Whilst I found differences in 

signature between two nominal groups, were these not side by side within a single 

batch, it is unlikely they could be used to infer anything about breeding source.  The 

results of this study are based on the assumption that the correspondence of degree of 

pyramiding and clustering in isotopic space reveals a difference in breeding source.  

Further studies using known origin samples are required to confirm or refute these 

tenuous findings. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Longitudinal isotope record in carapacial scutes: a potential 

method for determining the source of tortoises? 

 

 

Introduction 

In chapter 4 I consider the potential of stable isotope analysis to infer breeding source 

of newly imported tortoises.  However, in some cases determination of the origin of 

specimens that have spent some time in the importing country is desired.   For 

example, T. graeca and T. hermanni specimens can be easily and cheaply acquired 

from tourist markets in several countries (RSPCA 2001).  These tortoises are illegally 

taken from the wild and are not accompanied by Article 10 certificates.  In order to 

legally trade these species in the EU, an Article 10 certificate stating age and origin 

must accompany each specimen, so specimens from tourist markets should not be in 

trade in the UK.  However, certificates can be fraudulently applied for by people 

claiming to have bred the tortoises themselves.  It is thus possible that wild specimens 

collected abroad or bought on tourist markets are entering the trade under the guise of 

UK-captive bred specimens.  Enforcement- and investigative- officers can check that 

the age on the certificate tallies with the size of the specimen, however reliance on 

such subjective judgement is not ideal. 

 

Stable isotope analysis may have potential to be used as evidence of non-UK origin 

(Kelly et al 2002).  As an indicator of geographic origin, hydrogen isotope ratios (δD) in 

particular may be useful (e.g. Bearhop et al 2006, Fox et al 2010).  If the UK signature 

is consistently different to that of the natural range of the species, analysis of recently 

grown keratin could be used to help infer origin of a specimen by identification of 

individuals whose isotope signature lies outside the known-UK signature. A similar 

approach was used by Hobson et al (2004b) who measured feather δD of American 

redstarts (Setophaga ruticilla) and ovenbirds (Seiurus aurocapillus) at their breeding 

grounds and used outliers as an indication of molt at other breeding sites, thereby 

identifying birds that had undergone long distance dispersal.   However, we do not yet 

know the range of isotope signature in captive UK tortoises so cannot currently identify 

outliers.   
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An alternative method is to use longitudinal sampling to identify shifts in signature 

within an individual.  For example Cerling et al (2006) identified range shifts in 

elephants associated with crop raiding by sampling along the length of tail hair.  They 

corroborated isotopic data with GPS data.  Through sampling carapace keratin of 

multiple ages within an individual, it may then be possible to infer long distance 

movement, i.e. import, in tortoises, regardless of whether wild and UK isotope 

signatures overlap.  In this chapter I longitudinally sample a number of specimens and 

examine whether a shift in signature occurs between the oldest and most recent growth 

periods. 

 

Methods 

I obtained samples from 8 T. graeca, and 4 T. hermanni adult specimens that, due to 

their age, are likely to be pre-ban wild caught imports, however their history is 

undocumented so this may not be the case.  I also sampled one adult T. graeca that is 

known to have spent several decades in the UK after having been wild-caught and 

imported from Morocco and two juvenile T. hermanni imported from Macedonia that 

grew for several months in the UK before death.  

 

I took a number of equally spaced keratin samples across the carapacial scutes of 

each specimen, from the juvenile scute (present before hatching) to the most recent 

growth. Where growth bars were visible each sample comprised of material from two 

growth bars.  I pooled samples from multiple scutes.  I prepared and analysed all 

samples following the methods described in chapter 2.  I excluded all data from two 

plates of hydrogen samples due to unacceptable standard values.  This included all 

samples from one of the two known-history juvenile T. hermanni specimens. 

 

I used general linear mixed models to compare the oldest post-hatching growth and 

newest growth of specimens.  I specified isotope ratio as the dependent variable, and 

age of growth and species as independent variables with an interaction term between 

them.  I specified identity of tortoise and repeat number as random factors. 

 

 

Results 

The relationship between age of growth and isotope signature differed between 

species for δD (T. hermanni n = 4, T. graeca n = 9; lmer; χ2
1,6=18.68, p<0.001), δ13C 

(lmer; χ2
1,6=6.19, p<0.05) and δ15N (lmer; χ2

1,6=14.26, p<0.001).  There was no 

difference in signature between old and recent growth for T. hermanni (lmer; δD: 
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χ2
1,4=0.75, p=0.39; δ13C: χ2

1,4=0.99, p=0.32; δ15N: χ2
1,4=0.93, p=0.33; figure 12). 

However for T. graeca recent growth was depleted by 12.12‰ in δD compared to old 

growth (lmer: χ2
1,4=46.36, p<0.001).   Recent growth was also depleted in δ13C (lmer: 

χ2
1,4=6.79, p<0.01) and enriched in δ15N (lmer: χ2

1,4=28.43, p<0.001; figure 12).   

 

Temporal changes in signature for the three specimens I know to have been imported 

are given in figure 13:  all could be argued to have a shift in hydrogen signature.  For 

the T. hermanni specimen there is a concordant shift in both nitrogen and carbon 

signatures. 

 

 

Discussion 

These results suggest that it may be possible to use temporal change in signature as 

an indication of import, particularly for T. graeca as there is a marked shift in hydrogen 

signature between old and recent growth for this species (figure 12).  Whilst the same 

does not apply for T. hermanni specimens in general, there is an apparent shift in δD 

for the individual known to have been imported and to have grown for some time in the 

UK (figure 13).  In this individual, at the same point in time that δD shifts, there is a 

corresponding change in δ13C and δ15N.  This corroborates the idea that the shift in δD 

is indicative of import as diet would also be expected to change with new ownership 

(figure 13).   

 

In addition to marked shifts in δD, change is also seen in δ13C and δ15N of T. graeca 

specimens but not of T. hermanni.  The difference between the two species may be 

due to a number of reasons; the four unknown origin T. hermanni may have been bred 

in the UK, or they may have been imported to the UK once they had stopped growing.  

Alternatively it may be that the isotopic signature of wild T. hermanni is more similar to 

that of UK captive tortoises than the signature of wild T. graeca.   

 

Whilst there are shifts in all three signatures for T. graeca, δD is the most robust test of 

import as the large shifts in hydrogen signature imply large-scale movement (Hobson 

2005), whereas shifts in δ13C and δ15N could indicate a change in husbandry within the 

UK.  Unfortunately, it was not possible to test if shifts in isotope signature were due to 

import or some other factor, as I do not have prior knowledge of country of origin or of 

when (or even if) the majority of these specimens moved to the UK.  It is possible that 

the shifts in signature seen in this study are due to factors other than import, such as 

change in relative allotment of nutrients to maintenance and growth.  However, I could 
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not find reference to such effects on hydrogen signature in the literature and there are 

conflicting results on the effect of growth rate on nitrogen discrimination (see del Rio et 

al 2009 for review of the evidence).  In addition, the shift in δD seen at a young age in 

the juvenile T. hermanni specimen of known-origin provides some support that 

physiological changes with age are not responsible for the marked depletion in δD over 

time.  In contrast, shifts in δ13C and δ15N could easily be as a result of a diet switch due 

new ownership or change in advised tortoise diet, rather than change from a wild diet 

to a captive diet. 

 

In conclusion, it may be possible to infer that a group of tortoises has been imported by 

looking at change in δD between old and recent growth, though with these data it is not 

currently possible to ascertain the degree of change in signature that is required to infer 

import.  In order to use longitudinal sampling of this kind to infer import it will be 

necessary to sample a large number of UK captive-bred and imported specimens with 

known histories. 
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CHAPTER 6 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 

Tortoise carapacial and plastral keratin can be sampled non-invasively to obtain 

longitudinal isotopic information about individual tortoises, and about batches of 

tortoises.  Although it is not conclusive, this thesis provides some evidence that stable 

isotope analysis of tortoise keratin may have potential as a tool for regulation of the 

tortoise trade.  In particular it could be useful for determining whether illegally sourced 

specimens have been included in batches of legal specimens, and for detecting wild 

tortoises that have been fraudulently claimed as UK captive-bred.  In the former case 

multiple breeding sources may be indicated by clustering of specimens in carbon/ 

nitrogen isotopic space (figure 9).  This is an application that seems promising, but has 

not been considered in previous isotope studies focussed on trade regulation.  In the 

latter case, a marked shift in signature (particularly δD) within an individual may 

suggest large-scale movement, which, given the sedentary behaviour of tortoises, 

would imply importation (figure 12).  However, it should be noted that tortoises that 

have been born and raised in captivity may also experience significant shifts in 

signature if diet or water source changes to include non-UK sourced items. 

 

Marked shift in signature within an individual can provide more conclusive evidence of 

movement than a single signature from an individual (see Fox et al 2007).  

Nevertheless, signature of a single sample may be enough to infer origin where there is 

a pronounced difference between the isoscape experienced by populations of opposing 

origins (e.g. Kelly et al 2007, Bearhop et al 2006).  I found little overlap between 

nitrogen signature of T. horsfieldii assumed to be captive-reared and those assumed to 

be wild (figure 11).  This suggests that there may be potential for stable isotope 

analysis to identify the breeding source of T. horsfieldii individuals imported to the UK.  

A reason for difference in nitrogen signature between wild and ranched individuals may 

be that ranched specimens are (at least in some cases) given supplementary protein to 

increase growth rate (pers. comm. Evgeniy Peregontsev, UzZooComplex).  It is 

possible that the range of nitrogen signature in protein-supplemented individuals is 

outside that found in wild conditions.  Nonetheless, particular caution should be applied 

when assessing origin of specimens on these grounds as differences may only pertain 

to individuals from certain habitats, or breeding centres, or in a particular year:  wild 
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tortoises from one location may be distinguishable from ranched tortoises, whilst those 

from another location may not.    

 

I did not directly address the question of whether stable isotope analysis could be used 

to tell if a T. hermanni or T. graeca specimen was wild-caught and laundered through a 

large scale captive-breeding operation such as that found in Slovenia or Macedonia.  It 

is possible that a difference in signature such as that seen in T. horsfieldii specimens 

may also exist between wild-caught specimens and those raised in breeding farms.  

The signature of specimens in breeding farms could theoretically be characterised and 

used to test suspect specimens, much like genetic signatures are currently used 

(Ogden et al 2009).  A specimen with a signature outside the range found in breeding 

farms would be suspect. Conversely, captive-origin could not be assumed of a 

specimen within the range seen in farms as testing all potential wild populations would 

be extremely difficult.  However, I must give a further note of caution against this 

approach as there is an additional problem with comparison of signature for the 

purpose of inferring breeding origin, rather than geographic location:  whereas 

signature of wild populations is likely to persist across years, the signature of captive 

populations may not due to vagaries in husbandry.  For example, commercial 

pressures to obtain competitively priced sources of supplementary protein could affect 

nitrogen isotope signatures.  Therefore, differences seen in one year may not exist in 

another and captive specimens given a different diet to those on which captive isotope 

signature was characterised may be erroneously categorised as wild. 

 

Unfortunately, I was unable to sample more than three specimens of known origin so 

my results are largely based on assumptions and conjecture.  Consequently, I cannot 

draw any firm conclusions of whether stable isotope analysis is applicable as a tool for 

regulation of the tortoise trade.  Where I have observed differences in isotopic 

signature, these may be due to a number of factors other than true difference in origin.  

For instance, in chapter 4 I observed clustering of specimens that I attributed to 

differing breeding origin (figure 9).  However, this may alternatively be explained by 

differences in metabolic routing between males and females, for example female 

desert tortoises (Gopherus agassizii) draw on body nutrient reserves to produce eggs 

Henen (2002).  That the clusters I observed could be associated with a known indicator 

of captive/ wild status (degree of pyramiding) does however give some confidence to 

my assumption in this case.  Similarly, for the majority of T. graeca and T. hermanni 

specimens I analysed in chapter 5, I do not know for sure that they were imported or at 

what age they were imported.  They may for example have been fully grown on import 
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and therefore not have any UK growth.  The lack of change in δD of T. hermanni may 

be due to this or to smaller differences between natural range and the UK than for T. 

graeca.  On the other hand, depletion in δD over time in T. graeca may be caused by 

factors other than import.     

 

Future studies to develop understanding of how stable isotope analysis might be used 

as a tool for regulation of the tortoise trade should only be made if it is possible to test 

specimens of known origin.  If such specimens are available the following questions 

are of particular interest given the results of this thesis: 1) Does clustering occur in 

batches of tortoises from the same source; 2) Are there consistent differences in 

signature between wild and captive-raised specimens (and does protein supplement 

given to ranched tortoises cause a more enriched signature than is found in wild 

populations)?; 3) Is a temporal shift in δD seen in wild tortoises that have not been 

imported?; 4) What is the range of signature seen in UK captive-bred specimens and 

how large does a change in δD have to be to confidently class a specimen as 

imported? 

 

The results of this thesis suggest that, with further work, stable isotope analysis has 

potential to facilitate the detection of illegally imported tortoises.  If this is indeed the 

case it may promote understanding of the scale of illegal trade in tortoises in the UK, 

and inform authorities of potential hotspots of illegal activity to which resources can be 

directed. 
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FIGURES 

 

a) 

 
b) 

 
Figure 1. Number of imports (thousands) of T. graeca (black), T. hermanni (grey) and T. horsfieldii (white) 

between a) 1967 and 1971, and b) 1979 and 2010.  a is constructed from data in Honegger et al 1974. b is 

constructed from CITES import data: import quantities of live specimens for trade.  Note the difference in y-

axis. 
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Figure 2.  Maps of approximate ranges of a) Testudo graeca b) Testudo hermanni and c) Testudo 

horsfieldii  

a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c) 
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Figure 3.  Proportion of diet of captive UK tortoises consisting of food from a definite UK source.  

Frequency is number of tortoise owners surveyed. 
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Figure 4. a) i: Schematic of scute growth in cross section and ii: from above, showing juvenile scute 

present at hatching (grey), early growth (white), and recent growth (black). b) photograph of a single scute 

showing approximate areas of sampling. A) juvenile scute; B) early growth; and C) most recent growth. c) 

Location of carapacial (top) and plastral scutes (bottom) sampled are shown in grey.  Due to low sample 

weights, specimens were split into two groups as shown above.  In 7 specimens (left) I analysed the left 

and right fourth pleural scutes of the carapace and both abdominal scutes of the plastron for carbon and 

nitrogen (light grey), and the left and right third pleural scutes of the carapace for hydrogen (dark grey).  In 

8 specimens (right) I analysed the left third and fourth pleural scutes of the carapace for carbon and 

nitrogen (light grey), and the right third and fourth pleural scutes of the carapace and both abdominal 

scutes for hydrogen (dark grey).   

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) i 

ii 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5: Plots showing model fitted values (mean ± 2SE) for carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen stable isotope 

signatures of different ages of scute keratin. 
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a)                                                                                     

 
 
b) 

 
Figure 6. Showing the interaction between position of claws (front/ back) and the number of days spent in 

the UK before death for a) δ
15

N (lmer: χ
2

1,7=6.32, p<0.05) and b) δD (lmer: χ
2

1,7=8.02, p<0.01).  All 

tortoises were fed the same diet between import and death.  
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figure 7.  Method for photographing specimens for measurement of pyramiding . a) Masking tape placed 

with close edge along the centre of the vertebral suctes; b to d) tortoise viewed through the screen of a 

camera and tilted away until the point at which the masking tape disappeared from view; d) photo taken. 
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figure 8. Profile photographs of a pyramided (top) and a smooth (bottom) carapace, showing lines of 

measurement taken. 
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Figure 9. Clustering of T. horsfieldii specimens in δ13C and δ15N isotopic space for a) juvenile growth, b) 

old growth and c) recent growth. I grouped specimens according to the distinct clusters in panel b: group A 

(closed circles) are associated with the most pyramided specimens (triangles); group B (open circles) are 

associated with the least pyramided specimens (diamonds). The old growth sample of one of the most 

pyramided specimens was missing from the dataset, this individual in represented by a grey circle. 

a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c) 
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Figure 10. Showing measurement of pyramiding for individual T. horsfieldii specimens in order of least to 

most pyramided.  I measured degree of pyramiding as the mean width/height ratio of the second, third and 

fourth vertebral scutes.  Black filled circles: five smoothest specimens; grey filled circles: five most 

pyramided specimens. 
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Figure 11. Mean ± SE  nitrogen, carbon, and hydrogen isotopic signature  for tortoises in group A 

(associated with pyramided/ ‘captive-raised’ tortoises; closed circles) and tortoises in group B (associated 

with smooth/ ‘wild’ tortoises; open circles) over time.  Group A and B differed significantly in δ15N at all 

ages (lmer; J: χ
2

1,4=19.77, p<0.001, M: χ
2

1,4= 64.40, p<0.001, N: χ
2

1,4=27.08, p<0.001), but only differed in 

old growth for δ
13

C (lmer; χ
2
1,4=25.75, p<0.001) and δD (lmer; χ

2
1,4=11.60, p<0.001).  
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Figure 12. Mean change (± 1SE) in isotope signature between oldest and most recent growth for Testudo 

graeca (closed circles) and Testudo hermanni (open circles) specimens.  There was a significant 

difference between old and recent growth for T. graeca for all elements (lmer: δD: χ
2

1,4=46.36, p<0.001, 

δ
13

C: χ
2

1,4=6.79, p<0.01, δ
15

N: χ
2

1,4=28.43, p<0.001), but no difference between ages for T. hermanni. 
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figure 13. Change in isotope signature over time for a T. graeca specimen known to be  imported from 

Morocco (closed circles) and two known-history T. hermanni specimens imported from Macedonia (open 

circles).  The x-axis gives the position at which the scute was sampled as a proportion of the width of all 

growth bars, with 0 being the oldest growth and 1 the most recent.    
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TABLES 

Table 1. Country of export of T. graeca and T. hermanni specimens between 2001 and 2011.  Constructed 

using data from CITES trade database: import quantities of live specimens for the purpose of trade. 

Imports from EU countries are not included. *Exports of T. hermanni from Ukraine are re-exports with the 

origin given as Slovenia. 

 
country of export 

 
T. hermanni 

 
T. graeca 

 

   
Turkey 750 7,125 

Macedonia 7,200 - 

Slovenia 1,717 * 

Lebanon - 1,494 

Ukraine 250 210* 

Jersey 20 - 

 
 
 

Table 2. Number of tortoise breeders and species bred in the UK.  Compiled from lists available on tortoise 

advice websites. 

 

Species 

 

 

Number of breeders 

Testudo hermanni 35 

T. graeca 30 

T. horsfieldii 16 

T. marginata 7 

Geochelone carbonaria 7 

G. elegans 3 

G. denticulata 2 

G. elongata 2 

G. pardalis 2 

Manouria emys 1 

Malacochersus tornieri 1 

 

 
 
 

Table 3. Dietary items given to tortoises by survey respondents (n=48).  * denotes items that definitely 

bear a UK signature.   

 

Dietary item 

 

 

Number of respondents 

  

Garden weeds* 44 

Supermarket greens 35 

Home-grown greens* 21 

Supermarket fruit 14 

Packaged tortoise food 10 

Supermarket root vegetables 7 

Home-grown fruit* 6 

Home-grown root vegetables* 2 
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Table 4. I allocated individuals to groups A and B depending on which cluster they fell into in the plot of 

δ
13

C and δ
15

N of old growth.  I used partition cluster analysis to assign individuals to clusters at all ages for 

all plots (C and N; C and H; N and H).  This table shows the number of cluster assignments that matched 

the allocated group.  Clusters were conserved across ages of growth for plots of δ
13

C and δ
15

N, but less so 

for plots of δD. 

 
 
 

Allocated group 

 

Number of correct assignments / total number of specimens 
 

 

Juvenile growth 
 

 

Old growth 
 

Recent growth 

C,N 
         A 

 
13/17 

 
(17/17) 

 
14/15 

         B 12/12 (12/12) 12/12 
 

C,H 
         A 

 
9/16 

 
10/16 

 
11/16 

         B 7/11 8/10 5/9 
 

N,H 
        A 

 
9/16 

 
11/16 

 
11/16 

        B 7/11 8/10 5/9 
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APPENDIX A 

Survey 1. Given to owners attending post hibernation veterinary care sessions in Bristol 
Account Logout 

I am a research student with the University of Exeter and Fera (the Food and Environment Research Agency). We are 
trying to establish whether chemical analysis can be used to distinguish between wild and captive-bred tortoises from 
different regions. Hopefully this will lead to the development of a new forensic tool that will help in regulating trade in 

tortoises.  We are currently only looking at these three species: Hermann's tortoise (T. hermanni), Spur-thighed tortoise 
(T. graeca) and the Russian/ Horsfield's tortoise (T. horsfieldii).  The technique is based on what animals have eaten 
and where the food is from geographically. I’d therefore like to get a better idea of what tortoises in the UK are fed and 

would be very grateful if you could complete the short survey below. 
 
Click here to see the project website for more information. 

Your details will be kept confidential and not passed on to third parties. 

 

Question 1 
Which of these species have you had? 
Hermann's tortoise (T. hermanni)  
Spur-thighed tortoise (T. graeca)  

Russian (Horsfield's) tortoise (T. horsfieldii)  
 

Question 2 
Which of the following have you had in your collection (only including the species in Q1)? 
hatchling  
juvenile  
adult  

 

Question 3 
Do you breed tortoises? 
Yes  
No  

 
Question 4 
Roughly what percentage of the following make up the diet of your Hermann's, Spur-thighed and/or Horsfield's 
tortoises 
(don't worry about being exact, I'd just like a rough idea): 
 
Note 1: If you feed hatchlings/ juveniles and adults differently please answer for adults here and also answer question 5.  
Note 2: If you have more than one of the above species and feed them on different diets please answer for just one and then 
answer question 6. 
. 

      0%                            1-10%        11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-100%  
 

garden weeds  
 

      

home-grown greens  
 

      

supermarket greens  
 

      

home-grown root 
vegetables  
 

      

supermarket root 
vegetables  
 

      

home-grown fruit  
 

      

supermarket fruit  
 

      

packaged tortoise food  
 

      

other  
 

      

If 'other' please give details. If 'packaged tortoise food' what brand and type (eg. pellets/ dried herbs)? 
 

Question 5 
Only answer if you feed adults and hatchlings/ juveniles on different diets 
In what way does the diet of your hatchlings/ juveniles differ to that of your adults? 
 

Question 6 
Only answer if you have more than one of the above species and feed them different diets 
Which species did you answer for in question number 4? 
 

Question 7 
What does your tortoise drink? 
tap water  
rainwater  
bottled water  
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Question 8 
This space is for any other comments you may have - 
for example if you used to feed your tortoises a completely different diet what was it and when did you change? 

Survey 2.  Given to owners attending post hibernation veterinary care sessions in Bristol 

            

Date:   Tortoise number:   

            

Species    T. hermanni  /  T. graeca  /  T. horsfieldii 

            

Source    Captive bred  /  wild  /  ranched 

            

Country of Origin   

            

Age   

            

Sex   

            

Location (town/ county) 
             

Has the tortoise moved location in    

the past 4 years?     

If yes please give details   

            
Approx date claws were last 
clipped   

            

Does the owner breed torotises?   

            

What percentage of the following           

makes up the diet of this tortoise           

  percentage         

garden weeds     

 

home-grown greens     

home-grown root vegetables     

home-grown fruit     

supermarket greens     

supermarket root vegetables     

supermarket fruit     

packaged tortoise food     

other (if so, what?)           

            

            

Has the diet changed at all over  
 the past 4 years?    

If so, how? 
             

sample number   Position     Front     

sample number     Position     Back   
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APPENDIX B 

 

Signatures of T. horsfieldii soft tissues 

 

Methods 

I dissected the ten freshest specimens and sampled liver and shoulder muscle from all and 

heart blood from eight.  I freeze dried these samples and removed lipids by the following 

method.   I added 20ml hexane to every 1g of tissue, homogenised the mixture for 30 seconds 

with a vortex mixer and left it in a sonic bath for 20 minutes, after which I removed the liquid. I 

repeated this process twice for each sample.   

 

In order to gain an understanding of time period covered by different tissues I performed a 

series of Spearman’s rho correlations between pairs of tissues.  I applied a Bonferroni 

adjustment to reduce the chance of type I errors (significant p value of less than 0.004), though 

it should be noted that given the small sample sizes and large number of correlations (n=14), 

this is extremely conservative and the chance of type II errors is inflated.  I also performed 

Spearman’s rho correlations between tissues and the number of days the specimen was alive in 

the UK, again applying a Bonferroni adjustment to correlations (significant p value of less than 

0.008). 

 

Results and discussion 

There was no correlation between δ
15

N or δ
13

C of blood, liver or muscle and number of days in 

the UK.  However, the correlation between δ
13

C of liver and number of days in the UK 

approached significance (spearman’s rho: rs= -0.75, df=8, p=0.013; figure A1), which supports 

the expectation that of the tissues sampled, liver should have the satest turnover rate. 

 

Blood, liver and muscle values are presented in figure A2.Correlations between tissues provide 

an idea of relative time periods represented by different tissues, with strong correlations 

suggesting incorporation of isotopes occurred over a similar timescale.  However, my results are 

not significant (table A1) and larger sample sizes would be required to elucidate relationships 

between tissues. 
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Table A1. Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients for a) δ

13
C and b) δ

15
N with degrees of freedom given in 

brackets.  With Bonferroni adjustment  p<0.007 is significant at the 10% level (‘.’), and p<0.004 at the 5% 

level (‘*’). 

a) 

 
blood muscle front claw back claw new scute 

liver 0.64 (6) 0.44 (8) -0.25 (8) 0.95 (7) 0.57 (8) 

blood  0.69 (6) 0.36 (6) 0.21 (5) 0.34 (6) 

muscle   0.49 (8) 0.52 (7) 0.52 (8) 

front claw    - 0.46 (13) 

back claw     0.56 (11) 

 

b) 

 
blood muscle front claw back claw new scute 

      
liver 0.71 (6)  0.77 (8) 0.82 . (8) 0.83 (7) 0.35 (8) 
blood  0.81 (6) 0.90 . (6) 0.75 (5) 0.13 (8) 
muscle   0.83 . (8) 0.90 (7) 0.33 (8) 
front claw    - 0.61 (13)  
back claw     0.66 (11) 
 
 

 
figure A1.  The effect of number of days alive in the UK on δ

13
C for liver (p=0.013).   

 
 
a.         b. 

 
figure A2. Boxplots of a) δ

13
C and b) δ

15
N of T.horsfieldii blood (B; n=8), liver (L; n=10), and muscle (M; 

n=10), showing median, inter-quartile range, and maximum and minimum values. 
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APPENDIX C 

 
Table A2) Mean δD values with 1 standard deviation for in-house scute keratin standard from a T. graeca 
specimen of unknown history.  For each weight samples were run in both duplicate and triplicate.   

 

weight (mg) 

 

triplicate (T ) / duplicate (D) 

 

δD‰ ± 1sd 

   

1.0 T -88.16 ± 2.23 

1.0 D -94.05 ± 6.05 

0.5 T -88.19 ± 3.29 

0.5 D -92.59 ± 6.48 

 
 
 
 
Table A3) δ

13
C, δ

15
N and δD values with 1 standard deviation for standards, and the tissues for which 

standards were used (K keratin; B blood; L liver; M muscle). 

 

Standard 

 

 

tissue 

 

δ
13

C (‰ ) 

± sd
 

 

δ
15

N (‰ ) 

± sd 

 

δD (‰ ) 

± sd 

 

     

Trace casein K,B,L,M -23.37 ± 0.21 6.15 ± 1.3 -113 ± 3.2 

Trace porcine collagen K,B,L,M -17.98 ± 0.14 6.12 ± 0.2 -65.9 ±8 

IsoLab GmbH Bavaria horse hair K - - -85 ± 3 

IsoLab GmbH Paraguay horse hair K - - -58 ± 4 

NIST bovine muscle CRM 8414 B,L,M - - -146.4 ± 4 

NIST bovine liver CRM 1577b B,L,M - - -136.1 ± 3.5 

(Tortoise scute keratin) K, B,L,M -25.94 ± 0.17 5.43 ± 0.36 -87.11 ± 4.6 
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